GFWC Massachusetts is partnering with & hundredX

Statewide Fundraiser “Give without Spending”

WHEN
November 7th ~ December 5th

WHERE
Anywhere you want

YOUR CONTACT INFORMATION IS SAFE AND NEVER PASSED ON

Devices that can be used: · Mobile Phone · iPad · Kindle · Laptop · Surface · Desktop Computer

WHO CAN HELP? ANYONE
CO-WORKERS ~ ADULT CHILDREN
FRIENDS ~ NEIGHBORS
SPOUSES ~ EXTENDED FAMILY

SURVEY REQUIREMENT
18 + LIVE IN THE USA
EMAIL ADDRESS

TIME REQUIREMENT
Maximum 3 hours
Over 30 days

DATE REQUIREMENT
Your Choice from 11/7 ~ 12/5

SURVEY REQUIREMENT
Each person can fill out UP TO 75 surveys
You pick the surveys you’re interested in

1-2 minutes per survey

WHO BENEFITS
The maintenance of GFWC Headquarters
245 Dutton Rd
Sudbury, MA
How it works:

1. Add a Text “IMPACT” to 90412 or use QR code or https://hundredx.com/impactwithfeedback to sign up

2. Choose GFWC Massachusetts and give your opinion ($2.00 per quality opinion) ~ use drop down and pick: GFWC MA Board, GFWC MA Club Members, GFWC Members, or Family and Friends

3. Create up to $150 of impact by filling out up to 75 opinion surveys, in 30 days

Scan the QR code below starting on November 7th to sign up.